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a b s t r a c t 

Although technique known as server consolidation approach in a data center can reduce the overall 

power consumption, the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) of the data center will still be negatively af- 

fected with presence of distributed Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPSs). The impact on the PUE arises 

from the fact that all UPS modules are kept running to maintain power availability for only a few ac- 

tive servers during off-peak periods. To address this problem, in this paper technique for reducing power 

consumption in a data center by consolidating the UPSs used during off peak periods is proposed. The 

proposed technique achieves power savings by leveraging a micro Automatic Transfer Switch (micro-ATS) 

at the server end. The novelty of this work lies in developed adaptive algorithm that continuously looks 

for opportunities to reduce the number of UPSs by offloading under-loaded UPSs to a neighboring UPS 

whenever that neighboring UPS can handle the extra load. In various simulated scenarios involving cor- 

porate data centers, our approach demonstrates the ability to save more power and achieve lower PUE 

degradation compared with state-of-the-art approaches such as server consolidation. Specifically, the pro- 

posed approach achieves a savings of approximately 20% to 40% in a data center’s power consumption, 

depending on the data center’s off-peak periods, which can be accomplished using only 80% of the UPS 

modules in the data center. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Approximately 10% of world’s power consumption is due to In-

formation and Communication Technology (ICT), and according to

Koomey’s report [1] , approximately 14% of that power is consumed

by data centers. Small, medium, and corporate data centers ac-

count for 95% of the total data center power consumption be-

cause of their inefficient usage of electric power [2] . The urgency

of prioritizing this inefficient electricity usage among the various

ICT challenges to be addressed is illustrated by a recent survey

conducted by Uptime Institute , which shows that 65% of corporate

workloads are processed by on-premises data centers [3] . 
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We highlight the following causes of the inefficient usage of

lectric power: First, the majority of servers in these data centers

re under-utilized or idle during off-peak hours. Second, the legacy

esign of rack-based energy storage backups used in data centers

4] is increasing the complexity of addressing power inefficiency.

he problem of under-utilized or idle servers can be mitigated

y applying the server consolidation technique [5,6] ; however,

he legacy design of data centers (as shown in Fig. 1 ) apparently

xacerbates the power wastage at the level of the Uninterruptible

ower Supplies (UPSs). Moreover, the size of the data center

long with the legacy design is significantly contributing to the

mplication of electricity power waste. In fact, the larger the data

enter in size the higher possibility that server could be turned

ff during off peaks; which increases the power wastage at UPSs.

ence, as the size of the data center is increased, we are expecting

n increase of power wastage. Therefore, toward preserving the

enefits of saving energy through consolidating the number of
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Fig. 1. Data center infrastructure design and power delivery paths. 
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ctive servers in data centers, we have to coordinate and couple

hat with consolidating data center’s UPSs. 

Leveraging recent contributions in energy and power savings

uch as server consolidation for corporate data centers, while

eeping the UPSs operating at the maximum possible load is a

hallenge. To address this challenge, it is necessary to extend the

erver consolidation technique [5,6] to include UPS consolidation.

n this way, it is possible to dynamically adjust the required num-

er of operational UPSs depending on the number of active servers

n the data center. To do so, modification of the electricity power

upply delivery path at the server end and application of suitable

ontrol flow scheme to monitor each UPS must be done. Hence,

n this paper, technique for reducing power consumption in a data

enter by consolidating the UPSs used during off peak periods is

roposed. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

ections 2 and 3 , we briefly describe the background on UPS lim-

tations and present relevant contributions from related works, re-

pectively. Next, in Section 4 , we mathematically analyze the im-

act of the UPSs on a data center’s Power Usage Effectiveness

PUE). Then, in Section 5 , we introduce proposed UPS consolida-

ion approach. Subsequently, in Section 6 , we present a preliminary

valuation, followed by a discussion of the outcomes in Section 7 .

e discuss possible trade-off issues related to UPS consolidation

esign in Section 8 . Finally, we conclude the paper with closing

emarks in Section 9 . 

. Background 

.1. Challenges in data centers 

The power consumption of a data center is influenced by users’

ctivities, which pose various challenges in data center power

anagement, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (left side). The first potential

hallenge is based on the fact that users generate (predictable or

npredictable) workloads for the applications hosted in the data

enter; these workloads place servers and interconnected (net-

ork) appliances in the busy state. Depending on the workloads
ssigned to the hosted applications, these servers and network ap-

liances will experience certain levels of utilization. For instance,

f the user workload is high, these servers and network appliances

re fully utilized; otherwise, they are under-utilized. The second

otential challenge is that the data center’s servers and network

ppliances (or IT resources) generate an electrical power load de-

ending on their utilization. This electrical power load is regarded

s direct power consumption by the data center. The third poten-

ial challenge is that depending on their utilization, these servers

nd network appliances also gradually generate heat, which will

ltimately require substantial cooling efforts. The cooling demand

s another source of electrical power consumption; although it rep-

esents indirect power consumption and some means of free cool-

ng might be available, it still plays a role in the overall power con-

umption of the data center. 

The challenges of data center power management mentioned

bove have been considered in the literature for the past decade,

nd they have been approached from two major aspects. One as-

ect is data center workload management, which focuses on the

rst challenge (user workloads), and the other aspect is the PUE,

hich focuses on the other two challenges (IT load and cooling

emands). On the one hand, workload management strategies have

een widely proposed for managing the power consumed by data

enters by means of (1) workload balancing and re-distribution

mong servers and network appliances within a single data center,

2) server consolidation (reducing the number of servers) within

 single data center, and (3) workload admission control and geo-

istributed data centers. On the other hand, a number of propos-

ls have addressed the PUEs of data centers by means of (1) free

ooling and water chillers to address cooling demands, (2) thermal

nd hot spot management with assistance from server consolida-

ion, and (3) renewable energy sources and energy storage devices.

Although the above contributions have had a significant im-

act on the power consumption challenges posed by data centers,

he existing literature seems to ignore another power saving op-

ion, namely, the efficient management of electrical power appli-

nces. In a data center, the power appliances are essential compo-

ents on the power delivery path because of their high availability
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Fig. 2. Electrical conversion along the power delivery path used in a data center. 

Fig. 3. UPS efficiency curve [8] . 
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characteristics. These appliances have certain power delivery effi-

ciency characteristics related to their electrical loads. Therefore, in

this paper, we consider the following potential power consumption

challenge in a data center: the efficiency of the power appliances

that supply the electrical power for the generated IT loads. In the

following subsection, we briefly present the background on these

power appliances and provide more details on UPSs. 

2.2. Uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) 

The equipment operating in a data center typically includes

Power Distribution Units (PDUs), Automatic Transfer Switches

(ATSs), and UPSs. All of them have certain power losses depend-

ing on their efficiencies, but the most critical of these is the UPS

efficiency, as will be explained in detail in this subsection. 

UPS systems, particularly those of the double-conversion type,

are very important for handling power surges in data centers be-

cause of their high availability. However, this type of UPS unit has

a power loss similar to that of any other electrical power appli-

ance in which electrical power is converted from Alternate Current

(AC) to Direct Current (DC) to charge batteries and from DC to AC

to power racks and servers in the data center, as shown in Fig. 2 .

In addition, this type of UPS has a bypass circuit that will activate

when the UPS system is overloaded to protect its batteries from

damage. It has been shown that efficiency curve of double conver-

sion UPSs depends on applied electrical load ( Fig. 3 ). Hence the

double-conversion UPS design limits the efficiency of the delivery

of electric power based on the applied load, i.e., the rack server

load, as reported by Zhang and Shi in [7] and [8] and as shown

in Fig. 3 . Consequently, AC/DC conversion results in a significant

amount of wasted power, especially when the IT (server or net-

work appliance) load is low. 

Besides significant amount of power consumption in a data cen-

ter due to double conversion topology (refer to Fig. 3 ), according

to a study released in 2016 by Emerson and the Ponemon Institute ,

UPSs also ranks among the top causes of data center outages [9] .

This study [9] reported that UPS systems are considered to be

the leading cause of unplanned outages in data centers and are
stimated to be responsible for one-fourth (25%) of all data center

utages. On the other hand, the presence of UPS modules on the

lectrical power delivery path is vital for power failover. However,

his need has become a major bottleneck hindering the expansion

f corporate data centers. The power consumption complexity

ntroduced by UPS systems might be considered straightforward;

owever, the existing literature seems to ignore both the power

aste caused by UPSs and the potential for power surges. As an

xample of the potential implications of such power surges, in-

ustrial sectors such as airlines are routinely suffering from power

urges caused by UPS systems [10] . To date, industries such as air-

ines, which rely on back-end data centers for their core business

airport operations and aviation), remain very susceptible to ser-

ice outages due to UPS problems. Two recent examples of airlines

hat have suffered data center power outages caused by UPSs are

elta Airlines (August 2016) and British Airways (May 2017) [10] .

he British Airways (May 2017) incident left more than 75,0 0 0

assengers in London without the ability to travel, whereas the

elta Airlines (August 2016) incident prevented hundreds of flights

rom operating. Both incidents were rooted in UPS systems [10] . 

. Related works 

In the literature, there are diverse contributions that share com-

on goals related to power consumption, energy consumption,

nergy awareness, energy storage, power shaving (or peak shav-

ng), and green data centers (refer to Fig. 1 ). Here, we focus on

orks closely related to the scope of this paper, such as energy

nd power efficiency using UPSs and energy storage techniques. 

The literature on UPS efficiency techniques has noticeably ex-

anded in recent years, and this increased attention to UPSs in

ata centers can be related to the following three aspects of

he problem. The first is when power is over-subscribed or over-

rovisioned [11] . The second is the realization of “hot & fast” en-

rgy storage to help a data center to avoid a high peak electricity

rice or to address the difficulties faced by a data center that is

owered by renewable energy resources [12,13] . The final aspect is

he power efficiency (or power loss) of the UPS systems in a data

enter [7,8] . 

The PUE is not ideal energy efficacy metric for data centers, be-

ause it does not take into account other elements of data centers

uch as power distribution and cooling losses inside IT equipment.

n the [15] , authors propose two new metrics for addressing en-

rgy efficacy benchmarking of data centers as communication net-

ork entity. However, this work addresses dynamic allocation of

ower delivery paths for servers during consolidation process in

ata centers. Proposed dynamic allocation of power delivery paths

ased on adaptive switching of UPSs is as a concept related to only

erver consolidation. This consolidation process does not take into

ccount other data center equipment. Since PUE as the metric is

roadly accepted for expressing data center energy-efficiency form

erspective of servers as main energy consumers, the PUE is se-

ected as metric in this paper because it is the most appropriate

or presenting effects of adaptive UPS switching. 
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Fig. 4. A standard server configuration and Google’s customized server configuration. 
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.1. Power over-provisioning and capping 

Power over-provisioning refers to the case in which a data

enter is run on an existing power infrastructure and a power-

apping technique is implemented to avoid power budget viola-

ions [14,16–21] . Petoumenos et al. [22] reviewed the most popu-

ar power-capping techniques that are implementable at the server

evel. Islam et al. [14] proposed a coordinated power manager

called COOP) that uses supply function bidding to handle power

iolations in over-provisioned multi-tenant data centers. The sup-

ly function used in COOP [14] rewards tenants by reducing their

ower consumption during power emergencies. Liu et al. [16] and

heng et al. [17] suggested the use of a hybrid UPS and super-

apacitor (SC) system to achieve over-provisioning and peak shav-

ng for data center power management. Other power-capping tech-

iques used in data centers include hierarchical power-capping de-

igns such as Facebook’s Dynamo [23] , which implements higher

evels of power coordination and distribution at the data center

evel and uses leaf agents to cap the power at the server level. 

.2. Energy storage as an enabler 

“Hot & fast” energy storage can be used to enable more ef-

ective power management. Kontorinis et al. [11] suggested a dis-

ributed per-server UPS system with the ability to store electri-

al power during times of low demand (i.e., low workload on the

ervers) and to supply that stored electricity during times of peak

ower demand (i.e., peak workload on the servers). This approach

s known as Google’s Customized server [24] , whose configuration

iffers from standard server configurations, as shown in Fig. 4 . Re-

ently, a distributed per-server UPS system was proposed as part

f the Power Attack Defense (PAD) design by Li et al. [25] , which

rotects data center servers from any potential power threat. Kon-

orinis et al. [11] adopted a distributed UPS system for peak power

having; by contrast, Aksanli et al. [26,27] suggested a modified

ersion of the architecture used by Konotorinis et al. [11] in which

 central UPS system is used for peak power shaving. 

Aksanli et al. [26,27] introduced a grid-tie inverter into the

ower path design for a data center to allow the batteries of

he central UPS system to be charged during off-peak times.

imilarly, grid-tie inverters have also been suggested in other

orks [11–13,28–37] to enable the utilization of renewable en-

rgy sources in data centers. Deng et al. [28] suggested using a

rid-tie approach to power a data center with both utility grids
nd renewable energy, and they defined a Renewable-Powered

nstance (RPI) in place of a server. Goiri et al. [29–32] presented

 similar grid-tie approach to address renewable intermittency,

nd they thoroughly investigated the utilization of solar panels

o power small data centers (in a system design called Parasol

31] ). The grid-tie approach has also been used in other proposals,

uch as Blink [38] , SolarCore [39] , and iSwitch [40] . However, Li

t al. [12,33–35] considered the use of grid-tie inverters with the

PS system topologies used in data centers and suggested a novel

xpansion strategy (called Oasis [12] ) as an alternative means

f utilizing renewable energy sources for electrical power while

imultaneously minimizing the cost of scaling up a data center. 

Meanwhile, other proposals have suggested the utilization of

nder-provisioned UPS systems instead of diesel generators [41] .

ecent studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of utilizing

uel cells to power a data center [42,43] ; however, these fuel-cell-

owered data centers require power capping. One limitation of fuel

ells is their slowness in adapting to changes in power demands;

herefore, Li et al. [18] considered the use of an SC to address such

ower surges and suggested a framework called SizeCap to ad-

ress these surges through power-capping policies. These sugges-

ions, which incorporate the use of UPS systems to power the data

enter for short periods of time (during renewable energy short-

ges or to assist in power peak shaving) and the use of a grid-tie

nverter to recharge their batteries, are lacking in terms of the ma-

or limitations on UPS power losses and PUE degradation. 

.3. UPS efficiency-aware control 

The power efficiency (or power loss) of UPS systems is also

rucial for power management in data centers. Zhang and Shi

7,8] studied UPS efficiency and used it as an indicator (or quality

actor) for efficient workload distribution in a data center. To the

est of our knowledge, Zhang and Shi [8] practically benchmark

 rack-level Double-Conversion UPS module used in a university

ata center. The outcome of their benchmark demonstrated a sig-

ificant impact of UPS efficiency in data center power consump-

ion, precisely the power loss caused by UPSs. Their benchmark

hows a relationship between the applied IT load on UPS and the

PS efficiency, Fig. 3 . They managed the workload distribution in

n effort to improve performance when running a mixture of ap-

lications; however, they did not consider server consolidation or

ervers with modified settings, such as CPU dynamic voltage and

requency scaling (DVFS) or server virtualization. 
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Another recent work, although one that is not focused on UPS

efficiency, is the framework suggested by Islam and Ren [44] , who

proposed a policy for sharing the power consumed by non-IT sys-

tems (including UPS system power losses) among tenants in a

multi-tenant data center. The suggested policy is based on the

Shapley value from game theory, and they were able to divide the

cost of power consumed by non-IT systems over multiple tenants;

however, they could not reduce the power losses of inefficient

UPSs. 

In this paper, we focus on reducing UPS power losses by con-

solidating the number of active UPS modules used during off-peak

periods and taking advantage of recent works on server consolida-

tion for power savings. 

4. Trade-offs in the UPS consolidation strategy 

To the best of our knowledge, the application of UPS consol-

idation in an existing data center in combination with a power-

saving technique such as server consolidation has not previously

been proposed. The existing literature seems to ignore the possibil-

ity of reducing energy consumption by switching UPSs on/off in ac-

cordance with their workload-dependent efficiency; consequently,

there is no reference model available with which to compare our

approach. Therefore, in this section, we highlight possible trade-

offs in the UPS Consolidation strategy. 

In general, having a UPS Consolidation strategy would ensure

that a UPS is always operating in its rated load state ( Fig. 3 ), so

there is no concern about shortening a given UPS’s life. However,

in the case of UPS Consolidation, it may occur that a single UPS

unit is attached to two neighboring racks and a high workload is

experienced during an off-peak time (in the case of an unexpected

workload). When the load is higher than the rated capacity of the

UPS, another UPS feature activates automatically via a built-in elec-

tric circuit bypass switch (as shown in Fig. 2 ). This built-in bypass

switch protects the UPS and its battery from damage while contin-

uing to feed electricity to the attached load without interruption. 

The proposed UPS Consolidation strategy tends to connect (at

most) two neighboring racks to the same UPS to save energy; how-

ever, it does not result in the deactivation of at most half (50%) of

the data center’s UPSs. In practice, our UPS Consolidation strategy

deactivates UPSs in accordance with the number of active servers

in the data center, which is controlled via the server consolidation

approach, i.e. a higher consolidation layer. For example, if there are

4 racks, each has its own set of servers and one UPS unit; that is,

there are 4 UPS units. If the number of active servers is reduced

by half (from 4 racks to 2 racks) via server consolidation due to

a sufficiently low workload, it is possible that our UPS Consolida-

tion strategy might result in both of these active racks being op-

erated using a single UPS (if the rated capacity of the UPS is suf-

ficient). Therefore, the UPS Consolidation strategy could result in 3

UPS units being shut off which is 75% rather than 50% deactivation

rate. For that reason, placement of servers and UPSs in relation to

energy efficiency is important. Approach proposed in this work re-

quests appropriate paring of UPSs with corresponding servers in

the racks. 

The transitions between activation and deactivation for UPS

modules can be fast. Unlike servers, a UPS does not require a

booting procedure (powering on followed by the loading of an

operating system and firmware) to enter operation; therefore,

activation (or deactivation) is simply a matter of attaching (or

detaching) the UPS to (or from) the power delivery path. This

attachment/detachment of a UPS is simply achieved based on

a mechanical switch (electric circuit breaker/switch), which can

be maintained remotely using a programmable interface such

as Yocto-Watt from Yoctopuce [45] . Definitely, adding small elec-

trical device as breaker/switch, i.e. Yocto-Watt , would have its
wn overhead cost on the proposed approach, nonetheless, for

eutrality, we suggested the use of Yocto-Watt to be a remote

reaker/switch in the proposed approach. Modern UPS modules

ould have a built-in breaker/switch that is accessible by Appli-

ation Programmable Interface (API); which save the data center

wners from such extra overhead costs. 

N.B. UPS must supply all types of IT equipment including

ervers and interconnecting devices such as firewalls, load bal-

ncers, routers, switches, intrusion detections/prevention systems,

tc. Apparently, during the data center operation, demand for con-

tant activity of interconnecting devices is higher than for regular

ervers and applying a consolidation mechanism on these devices

s less appropriate. In fact, servers are the most appropriate for

onsolidation in the data center; which means the consolidated (or

educed) portion of power consumption is coming from shutting

own servers. Therefore, in this paper, we considered the power

onsumption of servers as P IT, u . 

. Analyses of the UPS impacts 

Distributed UPS modules have two main implications in data

enters. First, a UPS has a non-negligible impact on the PUE of a

ata center. Second, UPS efficiency has an inversely proportional

elationship with the number of supplied active servers in a data

enter. These two impacts are discussed and expressed mathemat-

cally in the following. All abbreviations used here and hereafter

re listed in Table 1 . 

.1. UPS efficiency and power loss 

A double-conversion UPS system has a disadvantage in terms of

he efficiency of power conversion (from AC to DC and then back to

C) for providing electricity to the supplied load (i.e., servers). To

ate, double-conversion UPS modules have achieved a maximum

ower conversion efficiency of approximately 85 to 94%, and the

ecent Eaton UPS rack-based module has achieved a 96% conver-

ion efficiency [4] . Let us assume that data center has set U of UPSs

n order to be: 

 = { 1 , · · · , u, · · · , U} u ∈ N (1)

here U represents total number of UPSs in a data center. Accord-

ng to Zhang and Shi [8] , UPS efficiency ( UPS eff, u ) can be modeled

s shown in Eq. (2) : 

 P S e f f,u = αu × ln 

(
P IT,u 

U P S Rate,u 

)
+ βu , (2)

here UPS eff, u is the efficiency of UPS u, P IT, u is the IT power load

enerated by the rack servers connected to UPS u, UPS Rate, u is the

ated power of UPS u (the maximum power that can be supplied),

nd αu and βu are estimated coefficients of the model. 

N.B. UPS must supply all types of IT equipment include servers

nd interconnecting devices such as switches, routers, firewalls,

ntrusion detections/preventions, load balancers... etc. Apparently,

uring the data center operation, interconnected devices are on

igher demand than regular servers. Applying a consolidation

echanism on these devices can jeopardize its availability. In fact,

nly servers that could freely be consolidated in the data center;

hich means the consolidated (or reduced) portion of power con-

umption is coming from shutting down servers. Therefore, in this

aper, we considered the power consumption of servers as P IT, u 

The UPS efficiency model expressed in Eq. (2) includes a ratio

hat takes a value between 0 and 1; this ratio is used to measure

he amount of power that is lost at the UPS system due to conver-

ion, as given below by Eq. (4) : 

 UPS,u = 

P IT,u 

UP S e f f,u 

− P IT,u (3)
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Table 1 

Parameter and variable notations. 

Parameter Description 

P UPS, u Power loss caused by UPS u 

UPS Rate, u Rated power for UPS u (maximum power capacity) 

UPS eff, u Power conversion efficiency of UPS u 

UPS eff, u, Max Maximum power conversion efficiency of UPS u 

αu , βu Estimated (logarithmic trending) parameters for the efficiency modeling of UPS u 

R Number of racks in the data center 

P IT, u Power load due to active servers in the rack that is supplied by UPS u 

P Total Total IT power load in the data center 

Ps i, u Power consumed by server i supplied with UPS u 

Ps i, u, Idle Power consumed by server i supplied with UPS u in the idle state 

Ur iju Utilization of resource r of server i supplied by UPS u 

αr iju Estimated (linear regression) parameter for resource r of a server i 

RA upss Ratio between the total (all) UPS power loss and the total (all) IT power load 

RA ups, u Ratio between the power loss of a single UPS u and the IT power load of the set of servers supplied by that UPS 

RA ups, u, MIN The minimum ratio between the power loss of a single UPS u and the IT power load of the set of servers supplied by that UPS 

Pb u Power budget for the rack supplied by UPS u 

P IT, u, NB Power load imposed by active servers on neighboring racks of the rack supplied by UPS u 

excess Surplus power after the subtraction of the load from a rack power budget Pb u : excess = Pb u − load

Rack OL Binary value indicating whether a rack’s UPS is overloaded by a neighboring rack (0: not loaded, 1: loaded) 
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= 

(
1 − UP S e f f,u 

UP S e f f,u 

)
P IT,u [ W ] , (4) 

here the power loss caused by the UPS ( P UPS, u ) is the calcu-

ated power quantity. Let us assume that each UPS supply a set

f servers S u in order to be: 

 u = { s 1 u , · · · , s iu , · · · , s Mu } i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N , u ∈ U (5)

here M is the maximum number of servers in the set S u supplied

y UPS u . The IT power load ( P IT, u ) is the total power of the rack

ervers supplied by the UPS module, as follows 

 IT,u = 

M ∑ 

i =1 

P s i,u [ W ] ∀ u ∈ U (6)

Different servers use versatile amount of resources, and set of

ach server resources can be expressed as: 

 i , u = { r i, j,u , · · · , r j,i,u · · · , R N,i,u } j = 1 , · · · , N ∈ N , 

i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N , u ∈ U (7) 

here N is the maximal number of resources used by the server i

upplied by UPS u . 

Accordingly, server i located in rack u has instantaneous power

onsumption impacted by amount of used resources which can be

xpressed as: 

 s i,u = P s i,u,Idle + 

N ∑ 

j=1 

(αr j,i,u × Ur j,i,u ) [ W ] ∀ u ∈ U , 

∀ i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N (8) 

here Ps iu, Idle is the server’s power consumption in the idle state,

nd Ur jiu is the utilization of resource j of server i supplied by UPS

 . In addition, αr jiu is the estimated linear regression parameter

or that resource, which is determined using system identification

ethods from control theory [46] . 

.2. Impact of UPSs on the PUE 

The PUE is a well-known efficiency metric developed by The

reen Grid consortium [47] (For more details, the reader is re-

erred to [54] ). This metric is defined as the ratio between the

mount of electrical power (in watts) used by IT equipment (e.g.,
ervers) and the total amount of electrical power consumed by the

verall facility, i.e., 

 UE = 

P Total ∑ U 
u =1 P IT,u 

(9) 

here the summation of all P IT, u represents the power consumed

y all servers supplied over U different UPSs located in data cen-

er.; and P Total is the total power consumed by the data center, in-

luding both IT and non-IT (facilities) equipment, and is defined in

q. (10) : 

 Total = 

∑ 

u ∈ U 
P IT,u + 

∑ 

u ∈ U 
P UPS,u + P Cooling + P Others , (10)

here the summation of all P UPS, u represents the power loss of

he multiple UPS systems, P Cooling is the power loss of the ther-

al control system, and P Others is the power consumed by other

lements in the data center. P Others is referred to the amount of

ower consumed by non-IT equipment that are not mentioned in

he equation (10) , such as the power consumed by Main Switch-

ng Board (MSPs) for electricity power, lights, fire alarms and fire-

etection sensors... .etc. These equipments are ignorable compared

o the ones considered in the equations, i.e. Cooling system and

PS, therefore we included them under single notation P Others . 

By substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9) , we obtain 

 UE = 

∑ 

u ∈ U P IT,u + 

∑ 

u ∈ U P UPS,u + P Cooling + P Others ∑ 

u ∈ U P IT,u 

(11) 

r 

 UE = 

RA load =1 ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ∑ 

u ∈ U 

P IT,u 

P IT,u 

+ 

RA upss ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ∑ 

u ∈ U P UPS,u ∑ 

u ∈ U P IT,u 

+ 

RA cooling ︷ ︸︸ ︷ 
P Cooling ∑ 

u ∈ U P IT,u 

+ 

RA others ︷ ︸︸ ︷ 
P PowerSupply ∑ 

u ∈ U P IT,u 

, (12)

here the superscripts ( RA ) denote the individual ratios between

he power losses from each power consumer in the data center

nd the total IT power load (of the rack servers) P IT : 

 IT = 

U ∑ 

u =1 

P IT,u [ W ] . (13)

Although the efficiency of the cooling system also has a major

mpact on PUE improvement, in this paper, we restrict our consid-

ration to the implications of UPS system efficiency in data centers.

herefore, we assume that the ratios between the power losses

rom other non-IT power consumers (except for the UPS systems)

nd the total IT power load, i.e., RA Cooling and RA others , are fixed but
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non-zero ratios. By contrast, the ratio between the UPS power loss

( RA upss ) and the total IT power load is not fixed because of the in-

versely proportional relationship between them; this is our subject

of study in this paper. 

It is not possible to generalize the precise proportion of the

power loss that is caused by UPS systems in terms of the PUE. For

example, let us assume a data center with a PUE of 1.7 (which is

the reported average PUE among data centers surveyed in [48] );

this tells us that 41% of the total power consumed in the data cen-

ter is consumed by non-IT equipment. This 41% cannot simply be

assumed to be equally distributed among all non-IT equipment be-

cause each piece of non-IT equipment has its own operation mech-

anism and power consumption trends. Hence, we consider the ef-

ficiency of the UPS systems and their contribution to the UPS-to-

load ratio ( RA upss ) as follows: 

RA upss = 

∑ 

u ∈ U P UPS,u ∑ 

u ∈ U P IT,u 

. (14)

We separate the above ratio RA upss expressed in Eq. (14) into a per-

UPS power loss by substituting the expression given in Eq. (4) for

P UPS, u as follows: 

RA ups,u = 

(
1 −UPS e f f,u 

UPS e f f,u 

)
P IT,u 

P IT,u 

(15)

= 

1 − UP S e f f,u 

UP S e f f,u 

∀ u ∈ U , (16)

where each RA ups, u is the ratio of the power loss of UPS u to the

power load fed to its rack’s servers. The ratio RA ups, u takes values

in the range of (0, ∞ ); a ratio that is closer to 0 indicates a better

UPS efficiency, and vice versa. 

5.3. Problem definition 

We divide the problem presented in this paper into two parts

as follows. First, we define the UPS power loss problem and its re-

lationship with UPS efficiency. Second, we identify the correlation

between server consolidation (shutting down servers) and UPS ef-

ficiency. 

5.3.1. UPS power loss 

The following statement is generally understood to be true for

UPS systems. Any active UPS module has a small amount of

power loss and (consequently) less impact on the data center’s

PUE. However, in this paper, we strongly argue that UPS modules

cause an unavoidable amount of power loss in a data center, which

will exert a significant impact on the data center’s PUE. Our propo-

sition is as follows. First, the ratio RA ups, u expressed in Eq. (16) has

the following property: 

Property 1. The ratio RA ups, u has a lower bound or minimum value

(denoted by RA ups, u, MIN ) that is greater than zero: 

RA ups,u,MIN > 0 . (17)

Proof. See Appendix A.1 . �

Definition 1 (UPS Power Loss -. P UPS ) Any active double-

conversion UPS module that is either fully or partially loaded with

a proper electrical power load (i.e., an IT load or physical server

load) must have a non-negligible power loss that will affect the

PUE of the data center. 

Lemma 1. Consider a double-conversion UPS module with maximum

capacity (rated power) of UPS Rate, u and a maximum efficiency of

UPS eff, u, MAX (in % ). Any IT power load (P IT, u ) applied to the UPS sys-

tem will result in a UPS power loss (P UPS, u ) that is equal to or greater
han the IT power load (P IT, u ) times the minimum UPS-to-load ratio

RA ups, u, MIN ) for that UPS module, as shown in inequality (18) : 

 UPS,u ≥ RA ups,u,MIN × P IT,u . (18)

roof. See Appendix A.2 . �

To apply Property 1 and Definition 1 to a real-world example,

et us consider the latest Eaton UPS rack-based module [4] , which

as an efficiency of 96%, that is, UP S e f f,u,MAX = 0 . 96 . By Property 1 ,

he minimum value RA ups, u, MIN of the ratio defined in Eq. (16) is 

A ups,u,MIN = 

(
1 − 0 . 96 

0 . 96 

)
= 0 . 04167 = 4 . 167% . (19)

y Definition 1 , the latest Eaton UPS module will consume an

mount of electrical power that is equal to at least 4.167% of the

lectrical power consumed by the rack servers when these servers

re operating at peak. In this paper, this minimum amount of elec-

rical power wasted by the UPS when the IT load is at its peak is

alled the UPS lower bound . Hence, in the case of the Eaton UPS,

he UPS lower bound is 4.167%. This UPS lower bound imposes a

onstraint on the PUE of the data center, which means that the

UE will never reach its optimal value of 1 even when the data

enter is operating at its peak. Consequently, the power wastage

ill be worse than this UPS lower bound constraint when the data

enter is not running at its peak. 

.3.2. Server consolidation and UPS efficiency 

When data center servers are working at their peak, there is

o need for server consolidation. However, in an under-utilized

ata center, i.e., when the servers are operating off their peak,

erver consolidation is needed to reduce electricity costs. On the

ne hand, shutting down servers reduces the electrical power load;

n the other hand, it also reduces the UPS efficiency. 

roperty 2. The server consolidation approach limits the efficiency of

istributed double-conversion UPS modules by reducing the current IT

ower load (P IT ) via the shutting down of under-utilized servers. 

roof. See Appendix A.3 . �

. UPS consolidation for a data center 

In practice, there are different power supply configurations of

he servers in data centers. Fig. 4 (a) presents a standard server

ower supply configuration with dual power supply units, while in

ig. 4 (b), a simplified version of Google’s customized power sup-

ly server design has been presented. In the case of Google’s cus-

omized server configuration [24] , the advantages of such configu-

ation include a reduced number of AC/DC conversion phases and

 local battery to avoid the need for double-conversion UPSs in the

ata center. However, it would be enormously costly to replace all

xisting (traditional) servers with Google’s customized server de-

ign depicted in Fig. 4 (b), which uses an embedded battery as a

erver-based UPS [24] . 

For that reason, most of today data centers use standard server

ower supply configuration presented in Fig. 4 (a). It is nearly im-

ossible to reconstruct the full power delivery paths in existing

ata centers with distributed UPS systems for the management of

ower loads. 

However, by leveraging emerging server-level micro-ATSs to

onnect each server to multiple (UPSs) power feeds, we can gain

he ability to power a data center with fewer UPS systems. There-

ore, in this paper, we suggest an efficient operational design for

istributed UPS systems for use in data centers that includes the

ollowing steps. In the first step, we leverage emerging server-

evel micro-ATSs to modify the power delivery paths to connect

ach server to two power supply lines from two adjacent dis-

ributed UPS systems, as shown in Fig. 5 (a). We activate one of
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Fig. 5. Suggested power delivery path in a data center. 
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hese power lines while keeping the other inactive (on standby)

sing a server-level ATS. As workloads are redistributed across ac-

ive servers with the goal of shutting down under-utilized servers,

e can change the power delivery path for an active server from

ne distributed UPS system to another neighboring active UPS sys-

em and remove the offloaded UPS system from the power delivery

ath. Using this approach, we can eliminate inefficient UPS sys-

ems while increasing the efficiency of the other systems and si-

ultaneously preserving the number of consolidated servers. By

oing this, we may place the active UPS at risk, because the ac-

ive servers’ peak power may be greater than the UPS’s rated ca-

acity. Therefore, as the second step, we need to cap the power

onsumption of active servers when they are running on a single

PS module with a lower peak power capacity. For this power cap-

ing, we suggest using a UPS-level power-capping manager. For in-

tance, if we switch the power delivery path for an active server

rom an under-utilized UPS module to another neighboring UPS

odule, then the number of servers now supplied by the neighbor-

ng module or their new peak power consumption may exceed the

PS’s power capacity ( UPS Rate, u ). The task of power capping is not

ithin the scope of this paper; for this purpose, we suggest using

ne of the many power-capping approaches available in the litera-

ure [5,6,11,14,16–19,22,23,41,50,51] . The third step relies on the two

revious steps. It is managed by an Operational Power Manager at

he data-center scale (called UPS Consolidation), which coordinates

etween the server-level ATSs and the power-capping manager in

ddition to interfacing and cooperating with any server consolida-

ion systems and power-budgeting managers that are operating at

he data-center scale ( Fig. 1 ). 

.1. Server-level automatic transfer switch (ATS) 

A server-level ATS is a small electrical device that has multi-

le power input lines and a single power output line attached to

ts corresponding server ( Fig. 5 (a)). This ATS is used to protect the

erver from any power failures that may occur in the main power

ine connected to the server by enabling fall-back to a secondary

ower line. Commercial versions of such electrical devices are in-

ended to connect a server to two sources of power, namely, the

ain power line from the utility grid and a backup UPS module;

ypically, power is supplied only by the power line coming from
he utility grid. An example of such a server-level ATS is the μATS

rom Zonit [53] . We suggest the use of such server-level ATSs to

onnect servers to two UPS modules, such that only one of the

PS modules supplies power during operation while the other re-

ains on standby; see Fig. 5 (b). Unlike the 2N UPS configuration

 Fig. 4 (a)), in which both UPS modules feed electricity to a server

imultaneously, this server-level ATS ensures that only one UPS

odule at a time will feed electricity to a server in an U+1 con-

guration ( Fig. 5 (b)) [52] . 

.2. Activation control procedure for UPS 

In order to reduce the consumed power, server consolidation

s applied during off peak periods, what results in data center’s

acks having some servers that are in turn off state. The results of

his consolidation process are racks with few active servers. With-

ut disturbing the resulted active servers activity, it is necessary

o maintain an appropriate UPS loads, i.e. IT or servers load on

PSs supplying racks. Therefore, if there are two neighboring racks

here summation of their loads can be supplied by single UPS,

hen off-loading of UPS power-supply of one rack to the UPS of

he other rack (whichever can handle the combined load) and de-

ctivating of the off-loaded UPS can be done. Intuitively, in case of

he opposite process where the combined load is greater than the

apacity of the UPS, then the reloading each UPS with the local

ack’s IT load (servers and network appliances) must take place. 

Such off loading process requires a procedure to follow, there-

ore we proposed a simple yet effective control actions on UPS ac-

ivation and deactivation (called UPS Consolidation). When putting

 UPS into an active state (adding it to the power delivery path) or

n inactivate state (removing it from the power delivery path), we

eed checkpoints and markers, as shown in Fig. 6 . These check-

oints and markers form proposed control flow for UPS Consol-

dation for each UPS system in the data center, and this control

ow consists of five stages as follows. In the first stage (called the

PS Limitation stage - Fig. 6 Stage 1), the UPS Consolidation con-

rol flow checks the power consumed by the active servers (called

he IT load and denoted by P IT, u ) against the rated power capac-

ty of the UPS ( UPS Rate, u ). If there is no violation of the manufac-

urer specifications and no UPS failure [9] , then the control flow

oves to the next stage. In the second stage (called the Rack
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Fig. 6. A five-stage control flow for UPS consolidation. The control flow is applied for each UPS in the data center. 
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Power Budget stage - Fig. 6 Stage 2), the IT power consumed is

checked against the power budget ( Pb u ) allocated as part of the

overall data center power budget (such as in [18,19,23,41,50] ). This

stage checks whether the allocated power is sufficient to operate

the rack and the UPS system. If so, the power surplus ( excess ) is

calculated. Then, the third stage will be performed. The third stage

(called the Rack Overloading stage - Fig. 6 Stage 3) is the most

important stage of proposed control flow and checks whether the

rack (in particular, the UPS system) has already been overloaded

with two sets of active servers (two neighboring racks). Based on

the results from the preceding stage and whether the rack is over-

loaded ( Rack OL ), this stage results in various outcomes. When the

preceding stage was the UPS Limitation stage (1 st stage), if the rack

(UPS) is overloaded, then in the final stage (the Reporting and

Procedure stage - Fig. 6 Stage 5), the execution of a Load Procedure

will be invoked; otherwise, a Workload Distribution Procedure will

be invoked. When the preceding stage was the Rack Power Bud-

get stage (2 nd stage), if the rack (UPS) is overloaded, then in the

final stage, the execution of the Load Procedure will be invoked;

otherwise, a report of the power demands will be passed to the

(overall) data center power budget manager. When the preceding

stage was the calculation of excess relative to the power budget,

if the rack (UPS) is overloaded, then a report of the excess power

will be sent to the (overall) data center power budget manager;

otherwise, a fourth stage (called the Neighboring Rack Offloading

stage - Fig. 6 Stage 4) must be performed. In this 4th stage ( Fig. 6

Stage 4), the UPS Consolidation control flow will check the neigh-

boring rack’s IT load ( P IT, u, NB ) and compare it against the available

excess power ( Fig. 6 Stage 1). If there is sufficient power available

to supply the neighboring rack’s active servers, then an Offloading

Procedure is performed in the final stage, and the UPS of the neigh-

boring rack will be removed from the power delivery path; other-

wise, no offloading procedure will be performed, and the excess

power budget will be reported to the overall manager. 

The Loading Procedure and the Offloading Procedure presented in

stage 5 ( Fig. 6 Stage 5 bottom) are opposite processes relative to

one another. Both procedures basically trigger a mechanical switch

attached to the electrical circuit between the UPS system and the

PDU. On the one hand, if the Loading Procedure is invoked, then

the mechanical switch will be switched on and connect the UPS

to the PDU. The micro-ATS attached to each server will automati-

cally source power from the local UPS. On the other hand, if the

Offloading Procedure is invoked, then the mechanical switch will

be switched off and disconnect the original UPS supplier from the

PDU. As a result, the micro-ATSs will automatically source power

from the neighboring UPS system. 
Notably, there are three more procedures that are not in the

cope of this paper as they are considered an incremental contri-

ution in future works. These procedures are Workload Distribution

rocedure, Report: Increase Power Budget and Report: excess ( Fig. 6

tage 5 bottom). 

The Workload Distribution Procedure is basically inherited from

 previous state-of-the-art work by Zhang and Shi [8] where the

orkload has to be redistributed toward balancing load over racks’

erver evenly. According to Zhang and Shi [8] , when the IT power

oad applied to the UPS is extremely high (and that UPS is not han-

ling multiple racks as we suggested in this work), a workload re-

istribution is required so we could improve the all UPS modules

fficiencies in the data center. 

The Report: Increase Power Budget and the Report: excess are in-

uitive procedures that either request power budget increase or re-

orts excess on power budget, respectively ( Fig. 6 ). The first report

ncrease Power Budget can be invoked when the UPS experience an

T power load that is more than the allocated power budget for

he rack. Conversely, the second report Excess is invoked when the

ack’s UPS module experience an IT power load that is lesser than

he allocated power budget. Those two procedure reports could

e potentially used in the trade off on how to “redistribute power

udget ” among racks (UPSs) to control their power loss. Following

his potential trade off, we could gain more power usage effective-

ess (PUE) via merging both state-of-the-art contributions namely

he workload redistribution by Zhang and Shi [8] and the server

onsolidation while we stress the existing UPS modules with the

roper power loads. 

The above conceptual procedure is implemented in data center

hrough two algorithms, namely UPS Consolidation Algorithm and

PS Controller Algorithm . On one hand, the UPS Consolidation Al-

orithm is periodically checking the UPS load and interacting with

oth data center power manager (power budget controller) and the

ounted mechanical switch. On the other hand, the UPS Controller

lgorithm is responsible to implement the five-stages control flow

hecks presented in Fig. 6 . 

The UPS Consolidation Algorithm ( Algorithm 1 ) description is as

ollows. The algorithm basically requires only the set of U UPSs to

e-consolidating the active UPSs in data center. The algorithm is

ontinuously invoked every time t . From step 1 to 22, the algo-

ithm will check each UPS in the data center and apply the proper

ctions (as explained in the control flowchart - Fig. 6 ). First, in step

, it selects the UPS index. And then, in steps 2–8, the algorithm is

etrieving the needed informations about the local IT power bud-

et ( Pb u ), the current local IT power load of the rack ( P IT, u ), the

eighboring rack’s IT power load ( P IT, NB ), the current UPS power
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Algorithm 1 UPS Consolidation. 

Input: U

1: for ( u = 1 ; u ≤ U; u + + ) do 

2: if ( u is odd) then 

3: RETRIEVE the current status of P IT,u , P IT,u +1 , UP S Rate,u , 

Rack OL,u 

4: AC T ION = UP SC ontrol l er(UP S Rate,u , P b u , Rack OL,u , P IT,u +1 ) 

5: else 

6: RETRIEVE the current status of P IT,u , P IT,u −1 , UP S Rate,u , 

Rack OL,u 

7: AC T ION = UP SC ontrol l er(UP S Rate,u , P b u , Rack OL,u , P IT,u −1 ) 

8: end if 

9: switch ( ACT ION) 

10: case ’Workload Distribution’ : 

11: INVOKE Zhang and Shi Algorithm 

12: case ’Report Excess’ : 

13: UPDATE P b u 
14: NOTIFY Data Center Power Budget about the excess 

15: case ’Report Increase Power Budget’ : 

16: NOTIFY Data Center Power Budget about the shortage 

17: case ’Load’ : 

18: ACTIVATE the mechanical switch at the local rack u 

19: case ’Off Load’ : 

20: DEACTIVATE the mechanical switch at the local rack u 

21: end switch 

22: end for 
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Algorithm 2 UPS Controller. 

Input: UP S Rate,u , P b u and Rack OL,u , P IT,u , P IT,u,NB 

Output: ACT ION

1: if ( P IT,u ≤ UP S Rate,u ) then 

2: if ( P IT,u ≤Pb u ) then 

3: excess = P b u − P IT,u 

4: if ( Rack OL,u = T RUE) then 

5: ACT ION : Activate ReportExcess Procedure 

6: else 

7: if ( P IT,u,NB ≤ excess ) then 

8: ACT ION : Activate O f f Load Procedure 

9: else 

10: ACT ION : Activate ReportExcess Procedure 

11: end if 

12: end if 

13: else 

14: if ( Rack OL,u = T RUE) then 

15: ACT ION : Activate Load Procedure 

16: else 

17: ACT ION : Activate Repor tIncreasePower Budget Procedure 

18: end if 

19: end if 

20: else 

21: if ( Rack OL,u = T RUE) then 

22: ACT ION : Activate Load Procedure 

23: else 

24: ACT ION : Activate W orkloadDist ribut ion Procedure (Zhang 

and Shi) 

25: end if 

26: end if 

27: return ACT ION 
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ate or capacity ( UPS Rate, u ) and the status of the UPS overload-

ng ( Rack OL, u ). It is important to note that the neighboring rack’s

T power load is related to the UPS index, so if the UPS index is

dd, then the neighboring rack’s IT power load is the next in in-

ex ( u + 1 ) otherwise it is the previous in index ( u − 1 ). After that,

he algorithm invokes the UPS Controller Algorithm and wait for the

eeded actions suggested by that algorithm. From step 9 to 21, and

ased on the suggested action, the algorithm will apply one of the

ontrol flowchart actions mentioned above ( Fig. 6 ). 

The UPS Controller Algorithm ( Algorithm 2 ) is basically the

seudo-code of the control flowchart presented in Fig. 6 . The

lgorithm requires activation of different procedures in evaluat-

ng an UPS on/off activity, which are: Report Excess Procedure, Off

oad Procedure, Report Excess Procedure, Load Procedure, Report In-

rease Power Budget Procedure, Load Procedure, Workload Distribu-

ion Procedure . From step 1 to step 26, IF-ELSE selection statements

re used, which allows to simply recompile the control flowchart

 Fig. 6 ). In step 27, the algorithm would return the suggested ac-

ion on the current UPS ( u ). 

. Performance evaluation 

We simulate a daily operation workload, as presented in

ig. 13 (a), for a corporate data center with a peak power consump-

ion of 3 MW and a PUE of 1.7. We choose the following subjects

or testing: First, considering that the global average PUE for data

enters is 1.7, as reported in [48] , we choose a representative data

enter with a PUE of 1.7 as the Baseline for our comparison. Fur-

her, we recommend readers to revise the report to U.S. Congress

n server and data center energy efficiency for more understanding

n the status of relavant energy efficiency in data centers [49] . In

ddition, we evaluate three alternative approaches to power man-

gement. The first one is Workload distribution, called the Work-

oad approach, as proposed by Zhang and Shi [8] . Workload ap-

roach is based on continuous activity of all servers and UPSs in-

ependently of the load. The second one is Server consolidation

r dynamic right-sizing, called the Server consolidation approach,

s proposed by Xiao et al. [55] and Lin et al. [5,6] . Server consoli-
ation approach is based on shutting-down of some servers during

ff-peak periods and transferring workload to other servers which

emain active. Those active servers will continue activity and will

e supplied with electricity power by UPSs which supply servers

ndependently of workload. The third approach is in this paper

roposed the Server and UPS Consolidation approach, which is

ased on the server consolidation approach. More specifically, we

tilize server consolidation as an overall data center management

trategy to control the average server utilization in the data center,

nd we apply proposed UPS Consolidation strategy to optimize the

ctive distributed UPS modules (to reduce UPS power losses) in the

ata center. In the following subsections, we introduce the experi-

ental testbed (including all considered scenarios), the workloads,

nd the evaluation metrics. 

.1. Testbed environment and scenarios 

The testbed environment used for evaluation analysis is based

n a simulated data center with tens of thousands of virtual ma-

hines (VMs) hosted on thousands of servers located in racks;

hese racks are equipped with distributed UPS modules. The envi-

onment parameters (for both servers and UPSs) used in the simu-

ated data center were generated from real benchmark; where the

arameters are listed in Table 3 . 

N.B. We used the simulation testbed to observe rare cases (inci-

ences) that occur when server consolidation [5,6,55] is applied in

arge-scale data centers. These incidences occur when the “Server

onsolidation ” approach designates under-utilized servers to be

hut down and these marked servers happen to be located in the

ame rack. In this case, the UPS module for this rack will have no

oad applied to it; eventually, if the UPS is fully charged, it will

ave no current passing through it and will have no power loss.
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Table 2 

Testbed configuration scenarios. 

Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Data Center Type Homo-geneous Homo-geneous Homo-geneous Homo-geneous Homo-geneous Hetero-geneous 

UPS Type Unified Unified Unified Unified Unified Mixed 

Server Type Unified Unified Unified Unified Unified Mixed 

VMs per Server 4 4 5 8 10 4 & 8 

UPS Capacity Rate (kW) 1 2 1 1.2 1.2 1 & 1.2 

No. of servers (cores) 

supported by UPS 10 (4) 20 (4) 10 (4) 10 (8) 10 (8) 10 (4) & 10 (8) 

No. of Racks 20 0 0 10 0 0 20 0 0 10 0 0 10 0 0 10 0 0 

No. of UPSs 20 0 0 10 0 0 20 0 0 10 0 0 10 0 0 500 & 500 

No. of Servers 20,0 0 0 20,0 0 0 20,0 0 0 10,0 0 0 10,0 0 0 50 0 0 & 50 0 0 

No. of VMs 80,0 0 0 80,0 0 0 10 0,0 0 0 80,0 0 0 10 0,0 0 0 20,0 0 0 & 40,0 0 0 

Table 3 

UPS and server resources pa- 

rameters used in analyses. 

Parameter Value 

α 0.1341 

β 0.9408 

Ps 4 iu, idle ( W ) 79.921 

Ps 8 iu, Idle (W) 93.58954 

αr 4 jiu 0.0233 

αr 8 jiu 0.020126 

N 4,8 
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1 To date, VM profiling and application assignment in data centers have remained 

a debated issue. A recent study by Vasudevan et al. [61] shows that profiling is 

feasible and can improve a data center’s energy efficiency, similar to other studies 

[62,63] . However, VM profiling is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Such incidences are very difficult to observe in small-scale testbeds

(with 2 to 5 racks); therefore, we evaluated the approaches using

a simulation procedure. To observe these incidences, we simulated

a data center with 10 0 0 and 20 0 0 racks instrumented with UPS

modules under different configuration settings. In particular, we

simulated a data center with 1,0 0 0 racks in the EXP 2, EXP 4, EXP

5 and EXP 6 settings and a data center with 20 0 0 racks in the EXP

1 and EXP 3 settings, as shown in Table 2 . 

The simulator used for simulation of tested data center is a

Java Program designed to simulate the workload traces per indi-

vidual server. We used Multi-threads to independently configure

both rack servers and UPS modules with the parameters generated

from the benchmarks. Despite that CloudSim [56–58] (a Java-based

simulator) could be used, it doesn’t focus on the goal of our work

in this paper, i.e. the UPS consolidation. Therefore, we preferred to

have our own simple yet focused simulator. 

We embedded both Workload and Server Consolidation ap-

proaches as modeled codes in the simulator, and we use the server

consolidation approach model (code) to be extended to include our

Server and UPS Consolidation approach. These modeled (coded)

approaches were used when we simulated thousands of servers

with various simulated workloads (more details in Section 7.2 ) 

There are several configurations that may be considered for a

data center. For example, a data center may be either homoge-

neous or heterogeneous with respect to the hardware types used,

i.e., servers and UPS modules ( Table 3 ). Another configuration set-

ting is related to the characteristics of the workloads handled in

the data center, for example, normal or high workload levels and

variable or working-hour workload traces. Moreover, we consider

for analyses various UPS capacities ( UPS Rate, u ), i.e., 1, 1.2 and 2 kW.

The mathematical models used for the UPS modules and

servers are as follows. Parameters and corresponding values defin-

ing analyzed UPS system are indicated in Table 3 . For the UPS

model, we have modified the original UPS efficiency model accord-

ing to relation (2) to achieve a maximum UPS efficiency of 94%; the

modified model is as follows: 

P S e f f,u = 0 . 1341 × ln 

(
P IT,u 

UP S Rate,u 

)
+ 0 . 9408 . (20)
egarding the servers, we consider two types of servers: servers

ith 4-core CPUs and servers with 8-core CPUs. The correspond-

ng power consumption models according to relation (8) are as fol-

ows: 

s 4 ,i,u = 79 . 921 + 0 . 0233 ×
4 ∑ 

j=1 

U r j,i,u [ W ] ∀ u ∈ U , ∀ i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N , (21)

s 8 ,i,u = 93 . 58954 + 0 . 020126 ×
8 ∑ 

j=1 

U r j,i,u [ W ] ∀ u ∈ U , ∀ i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N , 

(22)

where the constant values in the above two power models are

ased on real benchmarking experiments. These two power mod-

ls were generated by benchmarking two real rack-mounted IBM

ystem x3650 servers, one with a 4-core CPU and the other with

n 8-core CPU [59,60] . The hardware specifications of these two

ervers are as follows: an Intel Xeon E5-2600 processor (4 or 8

ores); 16 GB of memory; 2 TB of hard disk space; 4 Ethernet in-

erfaces, each operating at 1 Gbps; running the Linux CentOS op-

rating system and the Xen hypervisor. In the expressions above,

 r jiu denotes the (average) utilization of core j in CPU of server S iu 
t time t . The benchmarking power models are simplified to con-

ider only the average CPU utilization because the CPU represents

he majority of the variability in a server’s power consumption. 

.2. Data center workloads and evaluation metrics 

Our evaluation consists of two phases based on the workloads

sed: the quantitative analysis phase and the daily operation

nalysis phase. We consider the VM demands on a server’s CPU

s the workload in our simulations 1 , and we define two different

orkload traces to be used as the VM demands in our evaluations.

he first workload trace is based on randomness; which is used

or each and every VMs in the quantitative analysis phase. Thus,

n this evaluation phase, every VM has a random utilization trace

t any instance of time; and in this evaluation phase we focused

n the number of VMs and the data center capacity; where the

ize of handled workload is varied over the scenarios ( Table 2 ). The

econd workload trace, which is a working-hour workload trace,

s used for all VMs in the daily operation analysis phase. The

orking-hour workload trace is well-known model suggested by

lazarossa et al. [64] . In addition, there are useful workload traces

hat could be found on [65] . In this evaluation phase, we focused
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Fig. 7. Power reductions where savings are expressed as percentages. 

Fig. 8. PUEs of the three approaches. 
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Fig. 9. Number of active servers i data centers optimized via Server consolidation 

[55] . 
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n data center daily operation analysis rather than data center ca-

acity; which is more likely happening in small, medium and cor-

orate data centers. 

For the quantitative analysis phase, we evaluate the three ap-

roaches on six scenarios, each with different configuration set-

ings, as shown in Table 2 . The workloads used in this phase are

asically multiple (per VM) randomly generated workloads. For the

aily operation analysis phase, we use only the first scenario con-

idered in the previous phase (experiment 1 in Table 2 ) and apply

orking-hour workloads. 

The evaluation metrics are defined to quantify the effective-

ess of an approach in terms of two main aspects: data center

ower reduction and PUE improvement. These two metrics are in-

uitively important, as all data center owners would like to reduce

he operational cost (OPEX) of their data centers and maximize the

tilization of that cost to achieve a better Return on Investment

ROI). More precisely, the power reduction is linked to the data

enter OPEX, and the PUE improvement is related to maximizing

he effective utilization of the data center. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Quantitative analysis phase 

The outcomes of simulated scenarios in terms of metrics are

ummarized in two main figures as follows. The power reductions

chieved by the three approaches are shown in Fig. 7 , and the data

enter’s PUEs under the three approaches are compared against

he baseline PUE of 1.7 in Fig. 8 . 

All approaches achieve power reductions (savings) in all six

cenarios, as shown in Fig. 7 The higher value of power sav-

ngs in Fig. 7 means better data center energy-efficiency and vice

ersa. However, significant power reductions are observed with

he Server Consolidation approach and proposed Server and UPS

onsolidation approach. These two approaches achieve power sav-

ngs of greater than 40% for a normal workload (EXP 1, 2, and 4 in

able 2 ) and approximately 30% for a high workload (EXP 3 and 5).

hese significant savings do not change when the data center in-

ludes heterogeneous UPS modules and servers (as in EXP 6); the

ormal-workload savings remain greater than 40%. 
The PUE comparison among the three approaches yields dif-

erent results, as shown in Fig. 8 . The lower value of the PUE in

ig. 8 means better data center energy-efficiency and vice versa.

nly the workload distribution method proposed by Zhang and

hi [8] ( Workload ) improves the PUE of the data center, reduc-

ng it from the baseline of 1.7 to 1.67. This is a vital improve-

ent compared with the other approaches, as the PUEs for Server

onsolidation and our proposed UPS Consolidation method are

egraded compared with the original (baseline) PUE of the data

enter. Server Consolidation achieved the worst PUEs among all

pproaches, with values of approximately 1.81 PUE for a normal

orkload (EXP 1, 2, 4 and 6 , of which the last represents the “het-

rogeneous” case) and 1.77 for a high workload (EXP 3 and 5). By 

omparison, our proposed Server and UPS Consolidation method

esults in less degradation in the PUE, causing the PUE to increase

o only 1.72 to 1.75 from the original baseline PUE of 1.7. 

We can draw three main observations from our results as fol-

ows: 1) the Workload approach improves the PUE, 2) the Server

onsolidation approach and our proposed Server and UPS Con-

olidation approach achieve major power savings, and 3) our pro-

osed Server and UPS Consolidation approach exhibits an ad-

antage over Server Consolidation alone in terms of both higher

ower savings and reduced PUE degradation. 

The first observation is the improvement in the data center’s

UE achieved using the workload distribution approach. This im-

rovement is mainly due to the redistribution of the workloads

mong the servers to improve the efficiency of the distributed UPS

odules. The objective of this approach is to efficiently reduce the

ower losses of the distributed UPS modules, which ultimately re-

ults in a significant improvement in the data center’s PUE and

arginally contributes to power savings for the data center. 

The second observation, namely, the major power savings

chieved under Server Consolidation and our proposed Server

nd UPS Consolidation approach, can be attributed to the signifi-

ant number of servers that are shut down under the Server Con-

olidation strategy. This strategy aggressively offloads workloads

rom under-utilized servers and designates them for possible shut-

own; therefore, we highlight the results of its actions, specifically

he shutting off of servers, in Fig. 9 . Under a normal workload, this

pproach shuts down approximately half of the servers in both a

omogeneous data center (EXP 1, 2, and 4 in Table 2 ) and a het-

rogeneous data center (EXP 6). Because our proposed Server and

PS Consolidation approach also incorporates the server consoli-

ation approach for overall data center management, the proposed

pproach achieves a relative power reduction similar to that of the

erver Consolidation approach presented in Fig. 7 . 

The third observation is the additional power savings and re-

uced PUE degradation achieved by our Server and UPS Consol-

dation approach compared with the Server Consolidation ap-

roach. This dual improvement is due to the reduced number of

PS modules on the power delivery path. Fig. 10 shows that our

erver and UPS Consolidation approach significantly reduces the
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Fig. 10. Number of UPSs on the power delivery path. 

Fig. 11. UPS modules eliminated from the delivery path with our proposed UPS 

Consolidation method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Active UPS modules and overloaded UPS modules under our UPS Consoli- 

dation method. 
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number of active distributed UPS modules. The results indicate

that approximately 80% of the active UPS modules are needed

to operate a data center with a normal workload regardless of

whether the data center has a homogeneous (as in EXP 1, 2, and

4 in Table 2 ) or heterogeneous (as in EXP 6) configuration. Mean-

while, if the data center has a high workload, our Server and UPS

Consolidation approach reduces the number of active UPS mod-

ules to approximately 88 ∼ 95%, as seen for EXP 3 and 5 in Fig. 10 .

When the number of UPS modules deactivated by our approach

is considered, as shown in Fig. 11 , our Server and UPS Consolida-

tion approach is able to eliminate approximately 760 of the 20 0 0

distributed UPS modules (approximately 62% of the active UPS

modules) in the case of EXP 1. This significant result is achieved

for a data center with a homogeneous configuration, unified small-

scale servers (servers with 4-core CPUs), and a normal workload.

By contrast, for a data center with a high workload, a homoge-

neous configuration and either large-scale servers of a unified type

or a mix of server types, our Server and UPS Consolidation ap-

proach reduces the number of UPS modules only slightly to avoid

the risk of power surges under high workload demands (EXP 5 and

6 in Fig. 11 ). 

Based on our UPS Consolidation control flow process, there is

one possible case in which the IT power load of one rack (UPS)

will be offloaded to a neighboring rack (UPS), namely, when the

sum of the IT power loads of both racks is within the rated ca-

pacity of the UPS ( UPS Rate ). In this case, our method will offload

(switch the power delivery path for) each individual active server

on the rack (using the server-level ATSs) and mark the loaded rack

(specifically, the loaded UPS) as “OverLoaded” or “OL”. In Fig. 12 ,

we show the numbers of active and overloaded UPS modules that

result from the application of our Server and UPS Consolidation

approach, denoted by Active UPS and OverLoaded , respectively, as

well as the original (baseline) number of UPS modules for com-

parison. As shown in Fig. 12 , there are a considerable number of

overloaded UPS modules that are capable of supplying power to

two racks simultaneously. 

8.2. Daily operation analysis phase 

The outcomes of this phase are presented in Fig. 4 as follows.

First, the power reduction results for the traffic pattern presented
n Fig. 13 (a) are shown in Fig. 13 (b). With conventional data cen-

er design (Baseline), the power consumption of the data center is

normous; by contrast, both Server Consolidation and our Server

nd UPS Consolidation approach result in a significant reduction

n power consumption during off-peak operation. 

Second, the PUE results are presented in Fig. 13 (d). When the

erver Consolidation approach is applied, the PUE of the data cen-

er is dramatically degraded compared with conventional data cen-

er design (increased from the original PUE of 1.7 to 1.83). This

s because Server Consolidation reduces the energy consumption

f storage/computing equipment (e.g., servers) without impacting

ther facility equipment (e.g., UPSs, lighting, cooling). This is a

rawback in terms of the PUE metric; approximately 13% of the

UE increase is a consequence of the optimization of server power

onsumption. By comparison, our Server and UPS Consolidation

pproach reduces the PUE degradation caused by Server Consoli-

ation , restricting the data center’s PUE (during off-peak times) to

elow 1.73 (i.e., an additional PUE waste of less than 3%). 

Finally, the UPS power loss is addressed in Fig. 13 (c). According

o this figure, when the Server Consolidation approach is applied,

he UPS power loss in some periods of a day increases to almost

0%. However, when our Server and UPS Consolidation approach

s applied, the UPS power loss decreases by between 20 and 40%

f the original UPS power loss. This is because the proposed UPS

onsolidation model optimizes the number of active UPSs in ac-

ordance with the server load variations in the data center. 

Conclusions regarding the three investigated approaches are

ummarized in Fig. 14 . We plot the performance of each approach

n terms of the power reduction and PUE evaluation metrics,

here the inverse P UE −1 is used to highlight the fact that a lower

UE is better. Consequently, the top-right corner corresponds to

he optimal performance, and as seen in the figure, there is no

pproach that achieves that result. Nevertheless, each approach

chieves a good position relative to its scope; for example, the

orkload distribution approach (proposed by Zhang and Shi [8] )

chieves the best PUE among all approaches. However, our Server

nd UPS Consolidation approach achieves the closest-to-optimal

erformance in terms of both metrics. This achievement can be re-

lized in typical small-, medium-, and corporate-scale data centers

ith insufficient energy awareness. 

A final remark on our approach is that the UPS Consolidation

trategy proposed here is more a heuristic strategy than an opti-

ization strategy for the power budget of a data center, and it si-

ultaneously helps to preserve the data center’s PUE. However, if

 data center owner is interested in both preserving the PUE and

ontrolling the power budget, then a good choice is to enable co-

rdination between (1) the workload distribution, server consol-

dation, and UPS consolidation approaches on the one hand and

2) the power-capping and workload-balancing approaches for geo-

istributed data centers on the other hand. 
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Fig. 13. A one-day simulation of a data center using the EXP 1 scenario configura- 

tion and a two-peak daily workload trace. 

Fig. 14. Overall comparison, in which the top-right corner corresponds to the opti- 

mal performance. 
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. Conclusion 

Data centers are key back-end communication entities in ICT,

nd reducing the amount of power they waste would greatly con-

ribute to achieving efficient ICT operations. Adopting the server

onsolidation approach in small-, medium-, and corporate-scale

ata centers can greatly reduce their power consumption. How-

ver, the implementation of server consolidation in a data center

ith distributed UPS modules will severely degrade the data cen-

er’s PUE. As illustrated in this paper, server consolidation reduces

he number of active servers (the major IT power consumers);

owever, it causes the IT power load to become unbalanced over

he distributed UPSs. This unbalancing of the IT power load limits

he efficiency of the UPSs (non-IT power consumers) and eventu-

lly increases their power loss. 

Therefore, in this paper, we have proposed the UPS Consolida-

ion strategy to cope with the degradation in a data center’s PUE

aused by server consolidation. Our UPS Consolidation strategy is

n adaptive process that continuously looks for opportunities to re-

uce the number of UPSs by offloading the workload of an under-

oaded UPS to a neighboring UPS whenever that neighboring UPS

an handle the additional load. This offloading between UPSs can

e achieved by means of micro-ATSs at the server end to enable

ailover to a neighboring UPS. 

The key features of the proposed UPS Consolidation strategy are

ummarized as follows. First, in combination with server consoli-

ation, our UPS Consolidation strategy achieves higher power sav-

ngs compared with the workload distribution approach and the

erver consolidation approach alone. Second, under our approach,

he data center’s racks are operated with only 80% of the total UPS

odules, whereas the other approaches do not focus on reducing

he number of active UPS modules. Finally, the UPS Consolidation

trategy is promising in terms of achieving significant cost savings

uring data center operation. Our preliminary evaluation shows

hat applying only a state-of-the-art technique such as server con-

olidation in a conventional data center will increase the power

aste due to UPS power loss by up to 13%. Our approach is able to

educe the data center’s UPS power loss by 20–40% under off-peak

orkloads while preserving the advantages of previous approaches,

.e., the advantages of server consolidation. 

In future works, we will deploy our UPS Consolidation strat-

gy in small and mid-sized data centers to evaluate the process of

ransitioning between UPS modules and the deployment of power-

apping techniques. Further extensions of our UPS Consolidation

trategy could include coordination with thermal control systems

uch as those based on hot spots and free cooling in data centers. 

ppendix A 

In this appendix, we prove Property 1, Lemma 1 and

roperty 2 as follows. 

1. Proof of Property 1 

roof. This proof is based on the concept of the mathematical

imit {lim x → ∞ 

f ( x )}. According to the UPS efficiency model given in

q. (2) , UPS eff, u is maximized when the IT power load ( P IT, u ) is

qual to the rated power capacity of the UPS ( UPS Rate, u ). To apply

he mathematical limit concept to infer the maximum possible effi-

iency of the UPS when the IT power load ( P IT, u ) reaches the rated

apacity ( UPS Rate, u ), we consider the following function f ( x ): 

f (x ) = UP S e f f,u (P IT,u ) = αu × ln 

(
P IT,u 

UP S Rate,u 

)
+ βu . (A.1)

im 

 → 1 
f (x ) = lim 

P IT,u → UPS Rate,u 

UP S e f f,u (P IT,u ) (A.2) 
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= lim 

P IT,u → UPS Rate,u 

[ 
αu ln 

(
P IT,u 

UP S Rate,u 

)
+ βu 

] 
(A.3)

= 

[ 
αu × ln 

(
UP S Rate,u 

UP S Rate,u 

)
+ βu 

] 
= βu , (A.4)

where βu is the estimated parameter that represents the maxi-

mum efficiency level ( UPS eff, u, MAX ) that a UPS could achieve, that

is, 

P S e f f,u,MAX = βu . (A.5)

By substituting the maximum achievable UPS efficiency into the

ratio expressed in Eq. (16) , we can obtain the smallest (minimum)

ratio between the UPS power loss and the corresponding IT power

load as follows: 

RA ups,u,MIN = 

(
1 − UP S e f f,u,MAX 

UP S e f f,u,MAX 

)
, (A.6)

where 

0 < UP S e f f,u,MAX < 1 . (A.7)

�

A2. Proof of Lemma 1 

Proof. First, we know that the power loss of a double-conversion

UPS is given by Eq. (A.8) : 

P UPS,u = RA ups,u × P IT,u . (A.8)

We are interested in determining the minimum amount of elec-

trical power that a double-conversion UPS module could consume

( P UPS, u, MIN ) due to the conversion of electrical power from AC to

DC and from DC to AC. 

According to Property 1 , the minimum bound can be achieved

when the ratio RA ups, u is minimized. In addition, the ratio

RA ups, u, MIN is achievable if and only if the IT power load ( P IT, u )

is equal to the maximum UPS rated capacity ( UPS Rate, u ). Thus, 

P UPS,u,MIN ←→ RA ups,u = RA ups,u,MIN , (A.9)

RA ups,u,MIN ←→ P IT,u = UP S Rate,u . (A.10)

Therefore, by substituting Eq. (A.6) into Eq. (A.8) and substituting

the UPS rated power capacity UPS Rate, u for the IT power load P IT, u ,

we can obtain the minimum UPS power loss as follows: 

P UPS,u,MIN = 

(
1 − UP S e f f,u,MAX 

UP S e f f,u,MAX 

)
× UP S Rate,u , (A.11)

where 

(
1 − UP S e f f,u,MAX 

UP S e f f,u,MAX 

)
> 0 (A.12)

and 

P S Rate,u > 0 . (A.13)

As a result, 

P UPS,u,MIN > 0 . (A.14)
�

3. Proof of Property 2 

roof. Suppose that we have a distributed UPS module that has

 maximum rated power capacity ( UPS Rate, u ) that is sufficient to

rovide power up to that required for all of a rack’s servers dur-

ng peak operation. The number of servers in the rack is M , and

he rack’s peak power ( P IT,u ) is the sum of the peak powers for all

ervers ( P s u ). Therefore, the ideal (maximum) power consumption

f the rack is as follows: 

P S Rate,u = P IT,u , (A.15)

here 

 IT,u = P s u = 

M ∑ 

i =1 

P s iu = UP S Rate,u [ W ] ∀ u ∈ U . (A.16)

tarting from Eq. (8) , we revise the server power consumption ex-

ression as follows: 

 s iu = P s iu,idle + 

M ∑ 

j=1 

(
αr jiu × U r jiu 

)
[ W ] 

∀ u ∈ U , ∀ i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N , (A.17)

here U r jiu represents 100% utilization of resource j of server s iu ,

r jiu is the estimated regression parameter for resource j , and

s iu, Idle is the power consumed in the idle state. 

Because servers are being shut down and the number of active

ervers is consequently fewer than the actual number of servers

 M ) in the rack, we define m < M to denote the number of shut-

own servers. Thus, the current power consumption of the rack

after server consolidation) will be as follows: 

 IT,u = 

M ∑ 

i =1 

P s iu −
m<M ∑ 

i =1 

P s iu [ W ] ∀ u ∈ U , ∀ i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N , 

(A.18)

here the server power Ps iu is as defined in the original Eq. (8) .

y applying the IT power load in Eq. (A.18) in the UPS efficiency

odel given in Eq. (2) , we obtain the updated UPS efficiency

 UP S ∗
e f f,u 

) as follows: 

P S ∗e f f,u = αu × ln 

(∑ M 

i =1 P s iu −
∑ m<M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

)

+ βu ∀ u ∈ U , ∀ i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N . (A.19)

ecause αu and βu are fixed parameters, we can evaluate the argu-

ent of the natural logarithm as a comparator. Thus, we compare

he cases of the rack with the ideal (peak) IT power load and the

ack with consolidated servers (off-peak) as follows: 

∑ M 

i =1 P s iu −
∑ m<M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

= 

∑ M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

, (A.20)

here the left-hand side of the equality corresponds to the IT

ower load of the consolidated servers and the right-hand side

orresponds to the ideal (peak) IT power load. From Eq. (A.15) , we

ave ∑ M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

= 

UP S Rate,u 

UP S Rate,u 

= 1 . (A.21)

herefore, 
∑ M 

i =1 P s iu −
∑ m<M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

< 1 , (A.22)

∑ M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

−
∑ m<M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

< 1 , (A.23)
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∑ m<M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

< 1 . (A.24) 

he above comparison shows us that the quantity inside the nat-

ral logarithm in the UPS efficiency model in Eq. (A.19) is less

han 1, which causes the value of the natural logarithm to be

trictly negative. According to Eq. (A.5) , when the rack is oper-

ting under the ideal (peak) IT power load, the UPS efficiency is

P S e f f,u = βu . By contrast, under the consolidated server (off-peak)

T power load, 

P S ∗e f f,u = αu × ln 

(
1 −

∑ m<M 

i =1 P s iu 
UP S Rate,u 

)

+ βu ∀ u ∈ U , ∀ i = 1 , · · · , M ∈ N . (A.25) 

herefore, 

 P S ∗e f f,u ≤ U P S e f f,u . (A.26)

�
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